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Cabrini’s Night
of Knight’s
Auction Held

Photos Courtesy of Cabrini High School

From: Natalie
Zelenak/Carole Noel
The Night of
Knight's auction to
benefit Cabrini schools
was held on Saturday,
April 9. This fun-filled
event brought alumni,
school families, parishioners and friends
of Cabrini together to

enjoy tasty food samples, bid on a wide
variety of items, and
partake in the many
raffle
opportunities.
The event was a record-breaking success!
Many thanks to coordinator Lisa Hughes
and her team and specontinued on page 6

Former Navy
SEAL and Swim
Buddy Training
for Boston
Frogman 5K Open
Water Swim

Pictured are PJ Ramsey and Ashlie Mooney
Alberga. Both PJ Ramsey (former SEAL)
and Ashlie Mooney Alberga are from
downriver. Both grew up in Grosse Ile.
Ashlie now resides in Allen Park.

From: PJ Ramsey
It was a book from
the local library that
prompted an interest
in the Navy SEALs for
Grosse Ile native, PJ
Ramsey. “It sparked
my interest as a kid and
growing up on an island, I always gravitated towards the water, it
seemed like a good fit”

Allen Park Student Takes
Third in VFW National
Competition
Esse is
awarded
the $10,000
third place
scholarship
prize
The Veterans of
Foreign Wars (VFW)
is proud to announce
Crissa Esse, a senior at
Inter-City Baptist in
Allen Park, Michigan,
continued on page 4

he explained. That interest led Ramsey to serving in the Navy from
2003 to 2018, with a majority of those years in
the Naval Special Warfare community. “Being
a Navy SEAL is the only
job I ever wanted to do.
I loved it so much and
I can’t think of a betcontinued on page 2

Hamilton
Publishing

Former Navy SEAL and
Swim Buddy Training for
Boston Frogman 5K Open
Water Swim

➢ continued from page 1
ter way to give back to
your country than to
serve during a time of
war. Wild dreams are
obtainable, but it came
with tremendous highs
and lows.”
“One of the most
important things serving with the SEALs
forged in me was the
mental fortitude to keep
putting one foot in front
of the other no matter
how hard or painful a
task was or life gets”
Ramsey explains. In
addition, he recognizes
that team work and the
value of the men that
served alongside of him
were key to his success
in the SEALs.
Like many others
that have served, Ramsey struggled with transitioning from service
to civilian life. “I experienced some of the darkest and hardest months
of my life after leaving the service” he explained. However, with
the mental fortitude
learned throughout his
years of service and the
help of the Navy SEAL
Foundation, Ramsey
has overcome many
obstacles and has his

feet back under him.
“It saved my life. The
NSF assisted me with
various treatments and
post surgeries. The
Foundation continues
to reach out to him,
offering support and
guidance if I need it.”
Now,
Ramsey
and his friend, Ashlie Mooney, are working to spread awareness and raise funds
to support more Navy
SEALS. Both are participating in the Boston Frogman Swim to
benefit the Navy SEAL
Foundation. The event
and fundraiser, being
held on Sunday, June
12th is a 5K open water
swim across the Boston
Harbor to honor fallen warriors and help
those in need. “I’m now
at a point in my life to
be able to give back to
the next guys coming
down the line that need
some help and support
of their own” says Ramsey.
In addition to supporting her friend,
Mooney works with
many military families
through her family’s
custom framing business, The Framery and

Gallery in Downtown
Trenton. “We hear their
stories and see firsthand how the loss of a
loved one is soul stirring. This swim is a way
to honor those fallen
soldiers and support
the family around them
on an even bigger level”
she explains.
The pair has been
training since they registered for the event in
January. “Right now,
we’re doing pool swimming about three times
a week, until it warms
up and we can get into
the cold Detroit River.
We’ve mapped out a few
routes around Grosse
Ile to practice in open
water, hopefully we’ll
start later this month”
explained Mooney.
Swimmers in the
event are strongly encouraged to raise at
least $2,000 to support
the Navy SEAL Foundation. One hundred
percent of the net proceeds go directly to support the NSF. To make
a donation to support
Ramsey and Mooney,
visit https://impact.navysealfoundation.org/
fundraiser/3781145.
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Allen Park Police
Department Weekly Summary
LARCENY FROM AUTO
Date: 4/6/2022
2022-2889
APRIL 6, 2022 0528HRS
Victim Vehicle:
2021 HONDA ACCORD
Property Stolen:
One (1) Apple iPhone
USB charging cord white
$60.00USD - unknown assorted
denomination
Circumstance:
An Officer was dispatched to Cicotte
Ave for a larceny from
auto complaint. Upon
arrival, the Officer
spoke with the victim,
who stated he came
out to find his vehicle

rummaged through
and items missing.
Upon looking into the
vehicle, various paperwork was thrown
throughout the vehicle and the glove
box was left open.
He stated he arrived
home at an unknown
time from work, and
parked his vehicle on
Watson Ave, as his
house is the N/E corner at Cicotte/Watson. He discovered
his vehicle broken
into at approximately
0528Hrs. The vehicle
was left unlocked, and
the vehicle did not
sustain any damage.

DISTURBING THE PEACE
Date: 4/10/2022
2022-3027
April 10, 2022 2102Hrs
Disturbing The Peace
Offender:
ROSEDALE AVE
ALLEN PARK Ml
48101
Complainant #1:
ROSEDALE AVE
ALLEN PARK Ml
48101
Complainant #2:
ROSEDALE AVE
ALLEN PARK Ml
48101
Circumstance:
An Officer was dispatched to Rosedale
Ave for a disorderly
neighbor complaint.
Upon arrival, the Officer spoke with Complainant#1, who stated his neighbor on
Rosedale Ave has been
outside yelling obscenities. While speaking
with him, the Officer
could hear the neighbor in question yelling
"these stupid @$!@#"
and pointing to multiple houses across the
street from him, where
he lives.
He continued to state
the neighbor will yell
obscenities all day
long, at neighbors, kids
riding bicycles, and
"random" people walking down the street.
He has security foot-

Location: CICOTTE AVE.,
ALLEN PARK
Time: 5:28 AM
He stated the items
taken are a white Apple iPhone USB car
charger, and approximately $60.00USD in
assorted bills.
The house across
Watson Ave (Cicotte
Ave) has a camera
on the N/E corner
of the house, toward
the backyard. It is
believed this camera
may have captured the
incident. There is no
suspect information
at this time. He was
advised to keep his
vehicles locked when
not tended to.

Location: ROSEDALE AVE.,
ALLEN PARK
Time: 9:02 PM

age from todays date
at 2058Hrs of another
neighbor,
Complainant
#2,
bringing items to their
door. In the background noise of the
video, the neighbor
in question could be
heard yelling, unknown if in general or
at them as she walked.
Them explicitly stated
in the security footage
that "I need to go before I get killed".
the officer spoke with
her, who confirmed
the yelling in the video
to be coming from the
neighbor in question.
She stated this has been
an on going issue for
quite some time, and
is afraid her children
will be harmed by him.
She also stated she is
in fear of him. She advised myself she has
security footage of on
going yelling as well.
That video footage had
not been viewed at this
time. She added the
neighbor in question
will call her kids bad
names.
The Officers attempted to speak with the
neighbor in question,
later identified and acknowledged our presence, but refused to
speak with them and
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continued to walk away
from them toward a
neighbors house.
He was detained without incident. He complained of his neighbors, referring to
them specifically as
"@&%!#", for not maintaining their properties. All properties in
the area appeared to be
well kept. He continued to yell obscenities
while speaking with officers, and was advised
he needed to lower his
voice and not yell. He
refused and continued
to yell. Both complainants stated they are in
fear of him and their
families are in fear as
well. Both agreed to
be complainants in
this case. He returned
to the Officers and
appeared to be more
calm. He was issued citation# 85101 for Disturbing The Peace. He
agreed to return inside
his home and be quiet.
He was also advised if
he has any issues with
his neighbors properties,to contact the Allen
Park Ordinance Officer.
The Officers advised the
complainants to return
call if they have any further issues with

WELL BEING CHECK
Date: 4/12/2022
2022-3063
04-12-2022 @0338
hrs.
Well Being Check.
Source: Dispatched,
M-39 at I-94
Narrative:
On 04-12-2022 at 0338
hrs., all Allen Park PD
vehicles,
including
Allen Park FD, were
all dispatched to the
listed location on reports of a B/M being
struck by a white SUV.
Officers arrived and
located the B/M, later
identified, S/B on
M-39 on the right
shoulder near I-94.
Officers made contact
with a person who
slurred, "I'm trying

Location: M-39 AT I-94,
ALLEN PARK
Time: 3:38 AM

to get to Greenfield
and Southfield". Officers observed both of
eyes were blood shot
and glossy, and could
smell a very strong
odor of intoxicants
coming from his person. Officers asked if
a vehicle struck him,
slurred, "Yeah, I'm
alright, I'm small but
tough". He was not
complaining of any
pain and Officers observed no signs of injury to him. Officers
did not observe any
damage to bicycle he
was riding.
Allen Park FD arrived
on scene, but refused
medical attention and

answered all their
questions.
Officers
asked if he would like
to file a report with
the Allen Park PD
on this incident, he
slurred, "NO". There
was no sign of him
being struck by a vehicle.
He was given a courtesy ride to Southfield
and Warren in the
City of Detroit.
He was issued and
mailed citation number 85304, for pedestrian on highway.
He was given 10 days
to contact the 24th
District Court.

IDENTITY THEFT

Location: APPD

Date: 4/4/2022

Time: N/A

2022-2851
IDENTITY THEFT
04/04/2022
- SPRINT/ T-MOBILE ACCOUNT
FRAUDULENT
PHONE NUMBERS
ADDED
INCIDENT:

April 22, 2022

On 04/04/2022, An
Officer met with the
victim at APPD regarding a fraud complaint. He states he
uses Sprint for his
business, and someone added five phone
lines to the account.

He did not add phone
lines and authorized
no one to do so. He
was advised to file a
complaint to have the
charges of $790.00 reversed.
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ALLEN PARK
ATHLETICS
ON THE SIDELINE:
WAR OF 1812, MADONNA, TIME
ZONES AND SURFING
Finally, a World
War II tidbit I learned
recently on an Internet “surf.” The “surrender table” used
during the Japanese’s
official surrender (and
all the surrender papers and documents
Japanese
officials
signed ending the
war) aboard the USS
Missouri was a table
made in Grand Rapids
by Steelcase. The table
was actually a mess
hall table, but the
grand, opulent-looking table originally
chosen for the official surrender proceedings, was found
to be too small for all
the surrender papers,
booklets and documents. A mad dash
by a group of sailors
aboard the USS Mis-

souri saved the day as
they were ordered to
find a replacement table large enough to fit
all the surrender documents. The Grand
Rapids
Steelcase
lunch table was selected and brought up
on deck and quickly
adorned with a fancy
table cloth just as the
Japanese delegation
was nearing the ship.
The Steelcase surrender table is currently
housed at the U.S. Naval Academy Museum
in Annapolis, Maryland.
They say knowledge is power.
Or do they?
I don’t know.
Let me climb on
my “surfboard” and
catch an Internet
wave and find out...

Allen Park Student Takes Third in
VFW National Competition

high school students
in grades 9 through
12, the VFW’s annual
Voice of Democracy
audio-essay program
requires entrants to
write and record a
three- to five-minute
script on a democratic, patriotic theme.
This
year
nearly
25,000 high school
students from around
the world submitted
essays for the competition, with 53 advancing to compete at
the national level.

By Don Richter
drichter101@comcast.net
They say knowledge is power.
Or is it wisdom is
power?
I don’t know.
Obviously I have
neither
knowledge
nor power. Wisdom?
I don’t think so. Don’t
you have to live on the
peak of some remote
mountaintop to have
wisdom? A mountain
where people come
from miles away to
venture to the top in
search of wisdom and
answers to questions
that have puzzled
them for years.
Maybe people did
that in ancient times.
But in today’s world
all one has to do is
“surf ” the Internet.
This past week
I grabbed my “surf
board,” turned on my
computer and caught
wave after wave in the
never-ending, seemingly unfathomable
“ocean” called the Internet.
Here are a few bits
of wisdom or knowledge or, better yet,
useless information I
gleaned from searching the Internet and
going down one rabbit hole after another
in search of answers
to questions I never knew I needed to
know.
Did you know
Michigan’s
Upper
Peninsula is farther

east than Atlanta,
Georgia and farther
west than St. Louis,
Missouri? Land-wise,
the U.P. Is larger than
Switzerland. The Upper Peninsula is so
expansive it has two
time zones — Eastern and Central time
zones. So when it’s 5
pm in Sault Ste. Marie
in the eastern U.P., it’s
4 pm in Ironwood in
the extreme western
U.P.
Did you know Madonna lived in Room
10A (now Room 1001)
in the University Towers at South University and Forest Avenue
in Ann Arbor while
a student at the University of Michigan?
The future Material
Girl attended U-M on
a dance scholarship
from 1976 through
1978 before departing for New York City
and eventual legendary pop icon status. In
fact, in 1976 Madonna
and a few friends went
out to the Blue Frogge
(now Rick’s American
Cafe) at 611 Church
Street just south of
South University for
a night of fun. While
at the Blue Frogge
that night, Madonna met a waiter there
named Steve Bray.
The two hit it off and
talked all night about
their mutual love of
music. They would
later date off and on
while Madonna was
at Michigan. They remained close even after the Material Girl
moved to New York
City and achieved super stardom. In fact,
Bray a talented musician himself, co-wrote
with Madonna and
produced such mega-hits as “True Blue,”

“Express
Yourself,”
“Causing a Commotion,” “Keep it Together” and “Into the
Groove” among many
other songs. Next
time I drive by Rick’s
I’ll think of that serendipitous meeting
in 1976 between that
Blue Frogge waiter
and the young dance
scholarship student
— and the great music
and songs they would
write and produce together later in their
lives.
Nine years before
Madonna moved into
the University Towers
as a freshman at U-M,
next door at 524 Forest Avenue graduate
student Ted Kaczynski
lived in a rental home.
Kaczynski is now better known to the world

as the “Unabomber.”
Did you know
writer, poet, scientist,
playwright and statesman Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s last
name is pronounced
“Ger-ta?” I always
thought it was pronounced
“Go-eth.”
The book “Faust” is
Goethe’s most famous
work. Goethe lived
from 1749 to 1832.
Did you know the
War of 1812 started
in Michigan? One of
the earliest military
actions of the war occurred when the British attacked a small
garrison at Fort Mackinac on Mackinac Island on July 17, 1812.
The surprise, early
morning attack was a
bloodless takeover of
the fort by the British.

Esse is awarded the $10,000 third place scholarship prize

➢ continued from page 1
has been named the
national third place
winner and recipient
of the $10,000 VFW
Scholarship award in
its 2021-2022 Voice
of Democracy scholarship program.
The
announce-

ment
was
made
during a virtual Parade of Winners ceremony hosted live on
Facebook, which was
sponsored by Twisted X. VFW Post 9283
located in Southgate,
Michigan, sponsored
Esse.
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“While we weren’t
able to meet in person again this year,
we didn’t let that stop
us from celebrating
these students’ impressive accomplishments,” said VFW
National Commander Fritz Mihelcic.

“This evening’s event
successfully shined
the spotlight on all
of our VFW Department (state) winners
across the nation. The
VFW was honored
to present America’s
top high school students with more than
April 22, 2022

$211,000 in scholarships and awards,
bringing this year’s
grand total to more
than $3.4 million presented at the national,
state and local levels
of our youth essay
competitions.”
Open to eligible
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CABRINI
ATHLETICS
CABRINI
GIRLS SOCCER

CABRINI
SOFTBALL

CABRINI GIRLS CABRINI SOFTBALL
SOCCER RESULTS
RESULTS
From: Steve Dolunt
On
Monday,
April 11th, the Cabrini Girls Soccer team
traveled to Detroit to
face Cristo Rey. The
game was played at
Historic Fort Wayne,
on the banks of the
Detroit River, but this
was hardly a battle
after the first half, as
Cabrini rolled to a
8-0 victory.
The Lady Monarchs jumped on
their opponents almost
immediately.
Elaine
Sophomore
Teed scored the first
Cabrini goal thirty seconds into the

match.
Freshman
Carly Roth scored the
second goal within
the first ten minutes.
The Monarchs went
into the half with a
2-0 lead.
The second half
was a different story,
as Cabrini played a
more technical game.
The girls making
strong short passes
and moving the ball
up the field more
quickly,
allowed
Cabrini to control the
game. Teed was the
first to score, picking
her second goal of
the game, followed
by Maddy Glazier

who scored back to
back goals for a 5-0
lead. But the Monarchs weren't done
yet.
Sophomores
Ava Teed and Marissa Smith joined
the fun, each scoring
one goal a piece. The
Monarchs ended the
scoring and the game
when Senior Claire
Moloney fed her fellow classmate Abby
Portmann, for the final goal, resulting in
an 8-0 victory called
due to the mercy rule
being put into effect.

CABRINI
COLLEGE SIGNING
From: Steve Dolunt
On April 5th,
Cabrini Senior Ania
Ghazzawi announced
her commitment to play
basketball beginning in
the 2022/2023 season
with Oakland Community College. The
head coach of the Raiders, Josh Lees, came to
Cabrini for the signing. Ghazzawi, a point
guard, scored a total of
158 points this past season. According to the
Monarchs coach, Karen Jabczenski, "She is
a complete work horse
on the court adding 160
rebounds, 60 assists and
51 steals to the season."
Ania was joined by
her mother Sarah Henson, Coach Jabczenski
and several teammates
for the celebration of
her signing. The Cabrini Athletic Department
as well as the entire St.
Frances Cabrini parish wish her continued
success at the collegiate
level.

From: Steve Dolunt
On
Thursday,
April 11th, Cabrini
hosted Grosse Pointe
University Liggett in a
CHSL doubleheader.
The Monarchs took
the first game 7-5 in
a hard fought battle of
league rivals.
Sophomore Brianna Manning went
the distance in the
victory, giving up
4 hits and 3 walks
while ringing up 8
strikeouts and giving up only 3 earned
runs. She was backed
up defensively when
Senior catcher Samantha Graf pegged
a runner trying to
steal second and on a
double play executed
by Sophomore Ashley Pelc, who tracked

down a fly ball and
fired a bullet to Senior
shortstop Ella Nowc
for the second out.
Offensively, Freshman Aryanna Sandusky had another big
game with two singles, a double and one
centerRBI.Junior
fielder Mary Schantz
had two singles and
drove in three runs.
Graf, and Freshman
Sarah
Neubecker
drove in the other
Cabrini runs. The
Monarchs also scored
one unearned run
to end the scoring.
Nowc was a blur on
the basepaths as she
swiped four bases.
Game two proved
to be much easier for
the Monarchs, as they
cruised to a 10-4 vic-

tory. Manning went
the distance giving
up six hits, walking 3
and striking out four.
Patience at the plate
proved to be a harbinger of things to come.
The Monarchs were
issued 9 free psses in
game one and eight in
game two.
The
Monarchs
only
scored
five
earned runs in the
game. Sandusky had
three RBI, Manning
and Neubecker contributed the other
Schantz had
two.
three singles and
Manning two. Neubecker and Nowc contributed singles and
Sandusky had a single
and a double. Overall,
a strong performance
by Cabrini.

Pictured in the back row are teammates
(L-R) Elaine Teed, Niamh O'Connell, Ava
Teed, Coach Jabczenski, Nicole Jabczenski
and Kaitlyn Jabczenski
Front row: Ania and Sarah Henson.
Photos by Sara Forystek.
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Cabrini’s Night of
Knight’s Auction Held

➢ continued from page 1
cial thanks to our food
sponsors:
Bella Pizza
Bierkeller Tavern and
Eatery
Cabrera's Catering
Crystal Gardens
Culver's of Allen Park
Gonella's Subs
Liberati's Italian Bakery
Manuel's Taco Hut
Round House BBQ
Sam's Club
Sammy's Cucina
Salute' Taverna
Smokies
Vreeland Market
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Dearborn Heights / Wade Trim perform drone aerial survey of
Ecorse Creek to help identify significant problem areas

Wade Trim Engineer/Drone Pilot Jason
Yoscovits prepares his drone for last week’s
fly-over survey of Ecorse Creek. The survey
will provide important data regarding
several physical characteristics of the creek
that could contribute to flooding problems,
as well as help identify blockages that exist.
From: Robert
Ankrapp
In an effort to help
identify specific problem areas of the floodprone Ecorse Creek,
the City of Dearborn
Heights, through Wade
Trim, its Civil Engineering
contractor,
recently completed a
hi-tech aerial (drone)
survey of the creek
between Inkster Road
and the Southfield
Freeway. The purpose
of the survey is to capture a profile and take
crucial measurements
of the creek and the
surrounding
shorelines. The information
will help identify specific problem areas in
order to help correct
issues that contribute
to the restriction of
water flow (such as restricted/plugged storm
outlets), as well as help
identify
significant
blockages
(downed
trees, logs/brush/debris/etc.) that also restrict water flow.
“This is one of the

first concrete steps toward providing “boots
on the ground” solution to this on-going
problem” commented Dearborn Heights
Mayor Bill Bazzi. In
spite of the many studies and meetings that
have taken place in the
past, I’m glad to say we
are at the point where
we can see definitive
steps toward actually
addressing the problem. This survey will
give us a detailed look
at exactly where the
“bottlenecks” exist, so
we can go after these
problem areas efficiently. We are working
on additional plans to
help reduce the threat
of flooding as well, but
this first step is the one
we really need to get
started on the actual
work.”
The survey, which
was executed by an engineer (and FAA certified drone pilot) from
Wade Trim, consists of
a series of still photos
“stitched” together (as
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Wade Trim Engineer/Drone Pilot Jason
Yoscovits point out some of the capabilities
of the drone he used to perform last week’s
aerial survey of Ecorse Creek to
Dearborn Heights Mayor Bill Bazzi.
opposed to traditional
video footage) which
allows a far more accurate, efficient and
comprehensive analysis. It collected not
only creek channel
data but will also cover surrounding areas to
a distance of 125 feet
from creek’s centerline
in each direction. Data
collection will include
Real-time Kinematic
(RTK), geo-rectified
imagery to produce
photogrammetric reconstruction of the
hard surfaces of the
entire run of the creek
in the city. This is a
detailed engineering
quality survey which
can later be utilized to
show precise areas of
concern to target our
efforts where they can
produce the most benefit.
The drone technique, now a widely-preferred
technique for these types
of needs, provides a
precise aerial survey
containing geo-located measurements and
land contours, where
in the past, a team of
several
engineering

Wade Trim Engineer/Drone Pilot Jason
Yoscovits and Dearborn Heights Mayor
Bill Bazzi pose with the drone that
performed the aerial survey of Ecorse Creek.

staff would be required
to walk the entire creek
with bulky equipment.
The fly-over was completed in one day with
one pilot, as opposed to
requiring a minimum
of several days (and
Wade Trim Engineer/Drone Pilot Jason
several staff) by utilizYoscovits launches his drone that was
ing the “old” method. used to perform the aerial survey of Ecorse
The survey which cost
Creek.
approximately $13,000
to complete.
As an aeronautical engineer by education and profession,
Bazzi was impressed.
“The technology behind this equipment
and its implementaAerial shot of Mayor Bill Bazzi and
tion is impressive. It is
Dearborn Heights Staffers John Zadikian
providing us with a far
and
Bob Ankrapp as they observe the drone
more accurate assessment of the condition piloted by Wade Trim Engineer/Drone Pilot
of the creek – and the Jason Yoscovits as it embarked on its survey
of Ecorse Creek.
specifics regarding the
problem areas we need
to focus on – in a way
that is far less labor-intensive than the older,
traditional methods,
and far less costly.
“This was a great
step forward” Bazzi
continued. “We still
have a lot of work
Aerial view of the grounds near Ecorse
ahead of us, but finally,
Creek near Inkster Road as it begins its
we are getting down to
survey. The drone performed its flyover/
the actual work.”
survey of the creek between Inkster Road
and the Southfield Freeway.
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Farmers Market in
AP is now Open
By: Jim Jacek
The Allen Park
Farmers
Market
opened the season on
Friday, April 15. The
market is held on Park
Avenue. These are
some of the vendors
that participated in
the show. The farmers
market takes place on
Fridays from 3pm to
7pm.
Photos By Jim Jacek
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Shannon Bagdonas - Realtor®
w/ MI Real Estate Source, LLC

States
Shannon:
“I am good standing
Member of the Southeastern Boarder of Realtors and National Association of Realtors.
I live and work in
Allen Park. I have 5
children (all either currently in or graduated
from Allen Park High
School), I also have 3
grandchildren.
This city has my
heart and I love my village – which is why I
specialize in Allen Park!
What sets me aside
from all the other realtors in the area? Though
I have only been a realtor for going on 3 years,
I have been a paralegal
for over 15+ years handling tons of real estate
transactions over the
years. Having knowledge I gained from law
classes and working in
the legal field allows me
to give service of expertise and knowledge
to my clients. Having
peace of mind and happiness at the end of any
sales closing is a feel-
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ing everyone should
have! Being in law for
so many years has dovetailed very well allowing
me to specialize in real
estate sales that require
extensive legal knowledge including probate/
estate sales, large commercial sales, real estate
investor sales, and Divorce sales. This helped
me a lot last year with a
majority of my sales, in
which I was honored as
2021’s Realtor Rookie of
the Year by the Southeastern Border Association of Realtors.
For more information on this award:
https://sebrealtors.com/
about-us/docman-pdftest
I am licensed in the
entire state of Michigan and do many sales
(buying and selling) in
all areas of Michigan
surrounding all of our
Great Lake areas! I will
travel all over the state
for my clients - I recently just had a closing in
Grayling!
I am a member of St.

Francis Cabrini in Allen
Park. I am very thankful
for the network of my
village which has helped
me succeed in my business. I believe it is important to be involved
in your community, to
help when asked, and to
give back when you can.
My oldest is a Marine, serving his 2nd
term overseas. I always
donate back to the Freedom Center and other
military based charities.
When I close on a sale
in which my buyer or
seller is either currently
active or is a Veteran, I
give them the option to
pick a charity of their
choice, in which I donate in their honor!
For the month of
May anyone that signs
with me as a buyer or
seller, I am donating a
percentage of my sales
commission to a charity
of my client’s choice!
Thinking of Selling
or buying – Call/Text
anytime (313) 766-8387
- Let’s talk Real Estate!”
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Cabrini Prom
2022 King and
Queen Crowned

King and Queen:
Briana Garza and Nathan Neubecker
Photos By Rachel Garza
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